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Whooping cranes steer clear of wind turbines when selecting
stopover sites

March 11, 2021
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An article reports that whooping cranes migrating through the U.S. Great Plains avoid 'rest stop'
sites that are within 5 km of wind-energy infrastructure.

FULL STORY

As gatherings to observe whooping cranes join the ranks of online-only events this year,
a new study offers insight into how the endangered bird is faring on a landscape
increasingly dotted with wind turbines. The paper, published this week in Ecological
Applications, reports that whooping cranes migrating through the U.S. Great Plains avoid
"rest stop" sites that are within 5 km of wind-energy infrastructure.

Avoidance of wind turbines can decrease collision mortality for birds, but can also make it more difficult and time-
consuming for migrating flocks to find safe and suitable rest and refueling locations. The study's insights into
migratory behavior could improve future siting decisions as wind energy infrastructure continues to expand.

"In the past, federal agencies had thought of impacts related to wind energy primarily associated with collision
risks," said Aaron Pearse, the paper's first author and a research wildlife biologist for the U.S. Geological Survey's
Northern Prairie Wildlife Research Center in Jamestown, N.D. "I think this research changes that paradigm to a
greater focus on potential impacts to important migration habitats."

The study tracked whooping cranes migrating across the Great Plains, a region that encompasses a mosaic of
croplands, grasslands and wetlands. The region has seen a rapid proliferation of wind energy infrastructure in
recent years: in 2010, there were 2,215 wind towers within the whooping crane migration corridor that the study
focused on; by 2016, when the study ended, there were 7,622 wind towers within the same area.

Pearse and his colleagues found that whooping cranes migrating across the study area in 2010 and 2016 were 20
times more likely to select "rest stop" locations at least 5 km away from wind turbines than those closer to turbines.

The authors estimated that 5% of high-quality stopover habitat in the study area was affected by presence of wind
towers. Siting wind infrastructure outside of whooping cranes' migration corridor would reduce the risk of further
habitat loss not only for whooping cranes, but also for millions of other birds that use the same land for breeding,
migration, and wintering habitat.
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Featured Content from New Scientist

We’ve seen our galaxy’s huge black hole more clearly than ever before
Dec. 14, 2021 — Astronomers have observed Sagittarius A* – the supermassive black hole at the centre of our
galaxy – closer than ever before, and Albert Einstein’s general theory of relativity still holds up.

Steven Pinker: Why humans aren't as irrational as they seem

Dec. 14, 2021 — An interview with Harvard University psychologist Steven Pinker challenging the orthodoxy that
sees Homo sapiens as a species stuck in the past.

Log4j software bug is 'severe risk' to the entire internet
Dec. 14, 2021 — A flaw in a commonly used piece of software has left millions of web servers vulnerable to
exploitation by hackers.

Visit New Scientist for more global science stories >>>  www.newscientist.com

RELATED STORIES

Expansion of Wind and Solar Power Too Slow to Stop Climate Change

Oct. 14, 2021 — The production of renewable energy is increasing every year. But after analyzing the growth rates
of wind and solar power in 60 countries, researchers conclude that virtually no country is moving ...

Whooping Cranes Form Larger Flocks as Wetlands Are Lost -- And It May Put Them at Risk
Apr. 2, 2020 — Over the past few decades, the endangered whooping crane (Grus Americana) has experienced
considerable recovery. However, researchers found that habitat loss has led whooping cranes to gather in ...

How to Improve Habitat Conservation for Migrating Cranes
Apr. 18, 2018 — Every year, endangered whooping cranes travel along a 4,000-kilometer corridor linking their
Canadian nesting grounds and their winter home in Texas. Habitat in their path through the northern Great ...

Prairie-Chicken Nests Appear Unaffected by Wind Energy Facility
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Aug. 9, 2017 — Wind energy development in the Great Plains is increasing, spurring concern about its potential
effects on grassland birds, the most rapidly declining avian group in North America. However, a new ...
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